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ABSTRACT

Aging aircraft may develop multiple-site damage (MSD) that can reduce the structural

integrity of fuselage structures. The existence of small cracks emanating from adjacent

rivet holes in a fuselage lap-splice joint is of major concern. Small collinear cracks greatly

reduce the residual strength of a panel with a lead crack. Recent studies predicting the

residual strength of flat and curvilinear panels with riveted lap-splice joints gave

encouraging results but some difficulties arose in modeling small cracks at rivet-loaded

holes. Thus, there was a need to conduct detailed fracture analyses of the crack-linkup

phenomenon in lap-splice joints with rivet-loaded fasteners.

The objective of this paper is to analyze the crack-linkup behavior in riveted-stiffened

lap-splice joint panels with small MSD cracks at several adjacent rivet holes. Analyses are

based on the STAGS (STructural Analysis of General Shells) code with the critical crack-

tip-opening angle (CTOA, _c ) fracture criterion. To account for high constraint around a

crack front, the "plane strain core" option in STAGS is used. The importance of modeling

rivet flexibility with fastener elements that accurately model load transfer across the joint is

discussed. Fastener holes are not modeled but rivet connectivity is accounted for by

attaching rivets to the sheet on one side of the cracks that simulated both the rivet diameter

and MSD cracks. Residual strength analyses made on 2024-T3 alloy (1.6-mm thick)

riveted-lap-splice joints with a lead crack and various size MSD cracks were compared

with test data from Boeing Airplane Company. Analyses were conducted for both

restrained and unrestrained Buckling conditions. Comparison of results from these

analyses and results from lap-splice-joint test panels, which were partially restrained against

buckling indicate that the test results were bounded by the failure loads predicted by the

analyses with restrained and unrestrained conditions.

National Research Council Resident Research Associate, NASA Langley Research

Center, MS 188E, Hampton, VA 23681
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specimen thickness, man

initial half-length of crack, man

rivet diameter, mm

minimum element size along crack line, man

Young's modulus, GPa

half-height of plane-strain core, man

applied load, kN

applied stress, MPa

failure stress, MPa

half-width of specimen, man

Cartesian coordinates

crack extension, man

Poisson's ratio

stress components, MPa

critical crack-tip-opening angle, degrees

INTRODUCTION

The damage tolerant philosophy applied to aircraft fuselage structures requires that the

structure retain adequate structural integrity in the presence of discrete source damage or

fatigue cracks. Over the years of operation, an aircraft accumulates fatigue damage that

may result in fatigue cracks at rivet-loaded joints. Economic factors have also encouraged

the use of commercial and military aircraft beyond their original design requirements.

Widespread fatigue damage in these aircraft are of great concern because the residual

strength of a fuselage structure with a large two-bay crack may be significantly reduced by

the existence of small cracks at adjacent rivet holes [1]. Whereas a single large crack in a

fuselage structure may produce flapping (resulting in safe decompression), fuselage with a

large crack and multiple-site or multiple-element damage (MSD or MED) cracking may not

flap, significantly degrading the residual strength of the structure [2,3]. It has become

increasingly important to develop methodologies to predict flapping and failure in damaged

fuselage structures in the presence of widespread fatigue damage [4]. Development of

these methodologies for complex loading is essential to ensure the continued safe operation

of aging commercial and military aircraft for the next generation [5]. The approach is (1)

to use a finite-element shell code with hierarchical modeling strategies, (2) to use

appropriate local fracture criteria to predict progressive failure in complex structures, (3) to

conduct material and geometric nonlinear analyses of stiffened shells subjected to complex
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loading,(4) andto conductexperimentsto verify analysesandto identifycriticalbehavioral
characteristics.

This paperpresentsrecent results from nonlinearfracture simulationson riveted-

stiffenedlap-splicejoints. In 1992,Maclin [3] conducteda seriesof testson flat riveted-

stiffenedpanelsto studytheperformanceof structuraldetailsin older airplanesrelativeto

thepressurizedfuselagesections.The studywasinitiatedat Boeingto find out the degree

to whichstructuralintegrityis maintainedafterthedevelopmentof MSD. Flat panelswere

usedin the testprogramto obtainthe probableeffectson residualstrengthof a common

scenario-- smallfatiguecracksin arow of fastenerholes. Theexpectationwasthat theflat

panelswould give someindication on the effectsof MSD, while avoidingthe time of

testingcurvedfuselagepanels.Sincethen,testing[6] andanalyses[7] haveshownthat the

effectsof MSD onresidualstrengtharenearlythe samefor flat andcurvedpanels. Several

differentcrackconfigurationswereconsidered:(1) awideM(T) specimen(2w = 1219mm)

containingalargecrackat the center,(2) a wideM(T) specimen(2w = 1219mm) with a

largecrackanda rivetedhat stiffenerparallelto the crackplane(no-load-transferpanel),

and(3) wideriveted-stiffenedlap-splicejoint (load-transfer)panelswith a largecrack and

varioussizeMSD cracksemanatingfrom severaladjacentrivet holes. All of thesepanels

weretestedwith partialanti-bucklingguideplates(only positionedalongthe crackedlap-

joint region) to preventbucklingduring the courseof loading. The authorshavenoticed

that it is very difficult to preventtotal bucklingof large,crackedpanelswith partialguide

plates. Thus,the panelstestedwith only partial guideplatesmayhavebeenbucklingto

someextentduringthecourseof testing.

Theobjectiveof this paperis to presentresultsof analysesthat characterizethe crack-

linkupbehaviorin riveted-stiffenedlap-splicejoint panelswith smallMSD cracksat several

adjacentrivet holes. Analysesarebasedon the STAGS (STructuralAnalysisof General

Shells)code [8,9] with the critical crack-tip-openingangle(CTOA, _c) fracturecriterion.

To accountfor high constraintarounda crackfront, the "planestraincore" (he)option in

STAGSis used. The importanceof modelingrivet flexibility with fastenerelementsthat

accuratelymodel loadtransferacrossthe joint will bediscussed.Fastenerholeswerenot

modeledbut rivet connectivitywasaccountedfor by attachingrivets to the sheeton one
side of the cracksthat were usedto simulateboth the rivet diameterand MSD cracks.

Analyseswere conductedfor both restrainedand unrestrainedmodels againstbuckling

conditions. Comparisonsaremadebetweenmeasuredandpredictedappliedstressagainst

crackextension,crack openingdisplacement(COD), andcrack-out-of-planedisplacement

(COPD) for specimenstestedwith and without anti-bucklingguides. The influenceof

multiple-site-damageon the bucklingresponseof lap-splicejoint specimensis alsostudied.
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Residualstrengthanalysesmadeon2024-T3(TL) aluminumalloy (1.6-mmthick) riveted-

lap-splicejoints with a leadcrackandvarioussizeMSD cracksarecomparedwith testdata

from Boeing.Finally,the ability of the STAGSshellcodeandthe CTOA fracturecriterion

to predict the influenceof buckling on stabletearingbehaviorin riveted lap-splicejoint

panelsis studied.

MATERIAL AND SPECIMEN CONFIGURATIONS

Analyses were conducted on middle-crack tension M(T) specimens, a riveted-stiffened

panel with a single crack, and riveted-stiffened lap-splice-joint panels with a large crack and

various sizes of multiple-site-damage (MSD) cracks at adjacent rivet holes. All of the

specimens were subjected to remote tension and had partial anti-buckling guides along the

crack plane to prevent some buckling. The materials studied in the present study were

aluminum alloy 2024-T3 bare (sheet) and 7075-T6 clad (stiffener). The material stress-

strain behavior was approximated by piece-wise-linear curves and they are given in Table 1.

STAGS FINITE-ELEMENT ANALYSES

The STAGS finite-element shell code [8,9] and the critical crack-tip-opening angle

(CTOA) failure criterion were used to model stable tearing of cracks in lap-splice joint

panels. The critical CTOA (Tc) and the plane-strain core height (he) for the thin-sheet

2024 alloy were determined from failure loads on middle-crack tension specimens that were

restrained from buckling [10]. The fracture constants were then used with the STAGS

code to predict the fracture behavior of the riveted-stiffened lap-splice joint panels that

were either restrained or unrestrained against buckling. Rivet connectivity, rivet yielding,

stiffener yielding, out-of-plane buckling, and stiffener-sheet connectivity were modeled

during the stable tearing process. Single cracks and MSD cracks at simulated rivet holes

were considered.

STAGS is a finite element program for the analysis of general shell-type structures

[8,9]. The program has several types of analysis capabilities (static, dynamic, buckling,

crack extension, material nonlinear and geometric nonlinear behavior). STAGS has crack

extension capability based on the critical crack-tip-opening angle or displacement (CTOA

or CTOD) criterion [10], the T*-integral [11] and the traditional Ka-curve. In the current

study, quadrilateral shell elements with 6 degrees-of-freedom per node (three displacements

and three rotations) were used in all models. The quadrilateral shell elements under "plane-

stress" conditions were used everywhere in the model except for a "core" of elements along

the crack plane that were under "plane strain" conditions [10]. Elastic-plastic material

behavior of the sheet and stiffener were approximated by multi-linear stress-strain curves.
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The White-Besselingplasticity theory with a form of kinematichardeningwas usedto

accountfor yieldingandreverseyieldingduringunloading[8].

Fracture Criterion

To modelthefractureprocesswith theCTOA failurecriterion,the finite-elementmesh

hadanarrayof smallelementspositionedalongthe crackplane. All crackconfigurations

analyzedusedaminimumcrack-tipelementsize(d) of aboutl-ram, alongthe lineof crack

extension.Previousparametricandconvergencestudiesshowedthat a minimumcrack-tip

elementsizeof l-ram (linear-strainelement)wassufficientto model stabletearingunder

elastic-plasticconditions [12]. Crack growth was governedby monitoring the critical

CTOA (_c) at a distanceof l-ram (oneelement)behindthe cracktip. In general,the

critical value (_c) was determinedby matchingthe averagefailure load measuredon

severalM(T) specimens(restrainedfrom buckling), as will be discussedlater. Typical

finite-elementmodelsthat wereusedin theSTAGSanalyseswill beshownlater.

Modeling of Stiffeners and Rivets

Analyses of cracked-stiffened panels by Newman and Dawicke [14] indicated that a

refined mesh was required in the region of the rivet connection to maintain proper load

transfer. In the present study, models of the riveted-stiffened lap-splice joint panels had

elements in the rivet-connection region that were 2-ram square. Larger elements were used

away from the rivet connections (or rivet connection region) and away from the crack

plane to help reduce the number of degrees-of-freedom. The stiffeners were modeled

separately and overlapped the sheet with an offset equal to half sheet thickness plus half

stiffener thickness. Rivet holes were not modeled [7,15] but rivet connectivity was

modeled. Rivet attachment to the sheet was placed on only one side of the cracks.

Rivet connections between the stiffener and sheet were modeled with fastener elements

in STAGS. The fastener elements are non-linear spring elements with six degrees-of-

freedom (three translations and three rotations). For each degree-of-freedom, the user has

to input the non-linear load-displacement curve. Rigid links were used at the end of each

fastener to distribute the load transferred across the area of each rivet [7,15]. A tight fit

between the rivet and hole was assumed. For more information on the fastener element

capability in STAGS, refer to Ref. 9.

Modeling Stiffener-Sheet Buckling

Forman [16] has experimentally shown that buckling has a strong influence on the

residual strength of cracked panels. Seshadri and Newman [17] have demonstrated that
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stabletearingin the presenceof bucklingcanbe predictedwith STAGS andthe CTOA

fracturecriterion. In the presentstudy,a bifurcationanalysiswasconductedto determine

the first bucklingmodeshape. This out-of-planedisplacementshapeandan amplitudeof

10%of the sheetthicknesswasthenintroducedasan initial imperfectionin the panelsfor

thenon-linearanalysis.

Modeling of Multiple-Site Damage (MSD) Cracking

Small MSD cracks at adjacent structural details, such as in a riveted fuselage structure,

have a strong influence on residual strength, (see Swift [1] and Broek et.al [13]). The

MSD crack sizes in the tests from Ref. 2 ranged from 0.35 to 1.3 mm in length measured

from the rivet holes. Because some MSD crack sizes were smaller than the minimum

element size, the rivet holes were not modeled but rivet connectivity was modeled. To

model the holes and MSD cracks, the nodes along the symmetric plane over the diameter of

the hole and MSD cracks were free to displace. Thus, the hole and MSD cracks were

modeled as a "crack". One test was also conducted without MSD with only lead crack and

rivet-loaded holes. Here the riveted-loaded holes were modeled in two ways. First, the

rivet hole was treated as a crack with a length equal to the hole diameter. In the second

case, the rivets were treated as tight rivets and modeled only as normal rivet-to-sheet

connections using rigid links.

The lead crack and MSD cracks had a constant tearing angle (_Fc) from initiation of

tearing to linkup or failure. Crack linkup occurred under constant _Fc conditions for all

crack tips. Thus, the cracks coalesced with each other always maintaining a constant

tearing angle. An option to have a crack-initiation displacement (6i), or initiation angle

(_Fi), different than the tearing angle _Fc has also been added to the STAGS code [9]. This

option can be used to simulate fracture of "sawcuts" for stable tearing cracks [14].

Modeling of Crack-Tip Constraint

A concept of defining plane-strain elements around the crack-front region [10] was

adopted to simulate three-dimensional constraint conditions around a crack front caused by

stress triaxility. Previous analyses of wide flat panels [18] have shown that the high-

constraint conditions around a crack front, like plane strain, must be modeled in order for

the critical CTOA criterion to predict wide panel failure from small laboratory tests. The

plane-strain core capability has been added to the STAGS code [9]. The plane-strain core

is defined as a strip of plane-strain elements located parallel to the crack plane and

extending a half-length hc perpendicular to the crack. In the present analyses, the core
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heightwasselectedasl-ram to helpfit thefailure loadsof variouswidth M(T) specimens,
aswill bediscussedlater.

Determination of Critical CTOA and Plane-Strain Core Height

A critical CTOA (_Fc) value was used to model the onset of crack growth and the

stable tearing process. This criterion is equivalent to a critical CTOD (_c) value at a

specified distance behind the crack tip. At each load increment, the current CTOA was

calculated and compared to a critical value _c. When the CTOA exceeded the critical

value, the crack-tip node was released and the crack was advanced to the next node. This

process was continued until crack growth became unstable under load control or until the

desired crack length had been reached under displacement control. For multiple-site-

damage cracking analyses, all cracks were controlled by the same critical CTOA at each

crack tip.

To carry out stable tearing analysis with STAGS, the critical CTOA which governs the

onset of crack growth and the plane-strain core height which simulates the three-

dimensional constraints around the crack-front region needed to be determined. For this

purpose, the load-crack-extension results from the M(T) specimens (restrained from

buckling) were used.

The M(T) specimen configuration and a typical mesh pattern used in the present study

are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. As the configuration and loading are symmetric,

only a quarter of the sheet was modeled, as shown in Figure 2. The one-quarter model

shown in Figure 2 was for a specimen with width 2w = 610 mm and had 1,495 elements

and 2,187 nodes. The minimum crack-tip element size (d) of 1 mm, all along the line of

crack extension, was chosen to be the same for all meshes generated for the different crack

configurations. In the M(T) specimen, the normal stress, C_xx, parallel to the crack surface

is compressive, as shown in Figure 1. If the specimen is not restrained, then the crack

flanks will deform out-of-plane (buckle) and this behavior will greatly reduce the load

carrying capacity of the panel.

The failure stress Sf for various M(T) specimens is shown in Figure 3 as a function of

the specimen width (2w). The symbols show the test results of specimens with crack-

length-to-width (c/w) ratios of 1/3. Using a critical angle of 5.0 degrees, the failure

stresses predicted under plane-stress conditions are shown as the dashed curve; whereas,

the predicted results under plane-strain conditions are shown by the dash-dot curve. From

these results, it was clear that neither the plane-strain nor the plane stress analyses could

capture the experimental trends. For the thin-sheet alloy, the plane stress fracture behavior

fell closer to the experimental results. In order to account for three-dimensional constraint
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effects in two-dimensionalanalyses,a plane-straincore region was definedaround the

cracktip [10]. Typicallythe plane-straincoreheight is equalto or lessthan the material

thickness.The solidcurvewith the samecritical angleandaplane-straincoreheightof 1

mmcapturedtheexperimentaltrendsslightlybetterthantheplane-stressanalyses.

The load-against-crackextensionresultsfrom test of 610-mmwide M(T) specimens

with and without anti-bucklingguidesare shownby symbolsin Figure 4(a). Crack

extensionis the averagecrackextensionmeasuredat both cracktips. Squareandcircular

symbolsrepresentthe tests conductedwith guidesand the trianglesshow data where

guideswerenot usedandthe sheetwasallowedto buckle. An angleof gtc = 5.0 degrees

wasusedto fit the averageof theexperimentalresultsfor theM(T) specimenswith guides.

The dashedcurve correspondsto the fracture simulationof the specimensthat were

restrainedfrom buckling. The analysiswasthenrepeatedwith the sameanglebut buckling

was allowed. The solid curve representsthe numerical results when out-of-plane

deformationswerepermitted. Both the testsandnumericalresultsindicateda significant

influenceof bucklingon stabletearing. Theresidualstrengthwasdrasticallyreducedwhen

the sheetwasallowedto buckle. Theexperimentalandnumericalresultsagreedwell near

themaximumload,but both analysestendedto slightlyoverpredictcrackextensionin the

earlystagesof crackgrowth (betweencrack initiation andmaximumload). Thisbehavior

is consistentwith thegeneraltrendthathasbeenobservedonmanyothertestsandanalyses

[19-22]. At first glance,ahigherCTOAat initiationthanduringstabletearingwouldmake

the analysisfit the test databetter. However,theplastichistorygeneratedduring fatigue

pre-crackingwas not modeledbecausethis capabilityhad not beenincorporatedinto

STAGS. It wasestimatedthat fatiguepre-crackingwould raisetheinitial portion of the

predictedcurveby about 10kN in the early stagesof tearing. But fatigueprecrackingis

not expectedto influencethe failure load becauseof the largeamountof stabletearing.

Also, a crackin thethin-sheetmaterialseverelytunnelsat crack initiation,asmuchastwo

timesthe sheetthickness,sothe surfacemeasurementof crackextensionis low compared

to the interior [18]. Thesetwo issueswould tend to makethe predictedresultswith a

constantCTOA inbetteragreementwith thetestdata.

Comparison of Measured and Predicted In-Plane Displacements--For the specimen

tested with anti-buckling guides, the in-plane crack-opening displacement was measured at

the centerline of the crack with a crack-mouth-opening displacement (CMOD) gage. A

comparison of applied stress against CMOD from the test (symbols) and the STAGS

analysis (solid line) is shown in Figure 4(b). Only test results from one specimen with

guides were available for comparison. Due to a malfunction of the data acquisition system,

comparison with test data was possible only up to an applied stress of about 130 MPa. The
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initial slopeof themeasuredCMOD curvewasabout20percentlower thanthe numerical

analysis.The reasonfor the discrepancyis unknown. But thenumericalanalysisagreed

well with the elastictheoreticalvalue (dashed-dotline with E = 71.5 GPa).The upper
dashedlineshowsthemaximumfailurestressfrom thetest.

Comparison of Measured and Predicted Out-of-Plane Displacements--For the

specimen tested without anti-buckling guides, the out-of-plane displacement was measured

using a laser gage at every load increment. The crack out-of-plane (or transverse)

displacements (COPD) are plotted against applied stress in Figure 4(c). The symbols show

the experimental measurements and the solid curve shows the results from the numerical

analysis. Both the test and analyses were conducted for unrestrained (buckling) conditions.

Here the numerical analyses tended to over predict the COPD at a given applied stress

level, especially beyond the maximum applied stress. This may indicate that the plane-

strain core height needed to be larger than 1 mm. Reference 8 has indicated that the load-

CMOD results beyond maximum load were a strong function of the plane-strain core

height. Further study is needed to help resolve these discrepancies.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the following sections, the results from the numerical analyses are compared with

the test data reported in Ref. 2 and are discussed in detail. Corresponding to the three

specific panel configurations, detailed STAGS analyses were carried out with restrained

boundary conditions to simulate the influence of guide plates and with unrestrained

boundary conditions to simulate the influence of buckling on residual strength of the panels.

The effects of having a hat-stiffener (parallel to the crack plane) and riveted fasteners on

the residual strength of the panel are discussed. Finally, the effects of buckling on stable

tearing and the influence of multiple-site damage (MSD) cracking on crack growth

behavior with and without buckling in riveted-stiffened lap-splice joint specimens are

presented.

Fracture Simulations with Cracks

Prior to testing the riveted-stiffened lap-splice joint panels, a preliminary test was

performed on a 1219-ram wide M(T) specimen [3]. The test data helped in characterizing

the fracture behavior of the material used in the lap-splice joint panels. In this section, the

numerical results are compared with the preliminary test.

The specimen configuration and finite-element mesh pattern used in the present

analysis were similar to those shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. Only the failure stress

was available from Ref. 2 and the dashed line in the Figure 5 shows the value. As
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previouslydeterminedfrom the stabletearinganalysis,a critical angleof _c = 5.0 degrees

anda plane-straincoreheightof hc= 1 mmwasusedin thenumericalanalysis.Resultsof

analyseson the 1219-mmwide M(T) specimenswith andwithout buckling areplotted as

appliedstressagainstcrackextensionin Figure 5. The dashedcurveshowsthe fracture

simulation of the specimenswhere out-of-plane displacementswere restrained. The

analysiswasthenrepeatedwith the sameanglebut bucklingwasallowed. Thesolidcurve

representsthe numericalresultswhen out-of-planedeformationswere permitted. The

numericalresultsindicateda significantinfluenceof bucklingon stabletearingandresidual

strength.Analysesresultsboundedthetest failurestress(dashedline).

The discrepancybetweenthe analysesand test datamay be due to the following

reasons.It is suspectedthat the useof thepartial anti-bucklingguidesystem,only along

thecrackplane,doesnot totallypreventbucklingawayfrom thecrackplane. It hasbeen

found [23] that it takesa massiveguide-platesystemto preventbucklingof wide panels

with cracks. Thespecimenmustbetotally supportedfrom thecrackplaneto thegrip ends

with guideplatesthat havemanyorders-of-magnitudegreaterstiffnessthanthe sheet.The
authors[15,17]have shownthat the STAGScode andthe CTOA fracturecriterion can

predictstabletearingfor widepanelsunderboth restrainedandunrestrainedconditions. It

is very difficult to accuratelymatch the contact boundary conditions for a partially

supportedbucklingpanel. Thus,it maybebetter to conducttestsof widecrackedpanels

without guideplatesandusethe numericalfracturesimulationto obtainmaterialfracture

properties. Theanalysescouldthenbeconductedwith restrainedconditionsto obtainthe

fracturebehaviorandstabletearingwithout the influenceof buckling.

Fracture Simulations of Riveted-Stiffened Panels

The configuration for the riveted-stiffened (no-load-transfer) panel and a typical finite

element mesh used in the present study are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The specimen had a

hat stiffener made of 7075-T6 clad located along the centerline of the specimen (parallel to

the crack plane). The stiffener was connected to the sheet material through a series of

rivets spaced about 30.5 mm apart. Rivets were made of 2024-T4 material and they were

4.8 mm in diameter. The finite-element mesh shown in Figure 7 had an array of 1-mm size

elements all along the horizontal symmetric plane (Y = 0) for stable crack growth analyses.

The mesh element pattern used around the crack-tip region is shown in the same Figure.

The one-quarter model for this panel had 5,558 elements and 7,372 nodes. A comparison

of experimental and numerical results for the no-load-transfer panel is shown in Figure 8.

The dashed line shows the experimental failure stress for the partially restrained panel.

Solid and dash-dot curves are the analysis results under unrestrained and restrained
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conditions,respectively. The analysisfor the unrestrainedcasepredictsa maximumload

that is about3.5 percenthigher than the maximumin the test. In contrastto the M(T)

specimenresultsshowin Figure5, the panelwith the horizontalstiffenerexhibitedmuch

lessbuckling,presumablybecausethe stiffenerpreventedsomein-planecontractionand

supportedsomeof thetransverseC_xxstressesin thesheet.

Fracture Simulations of Riveted-Stiffened Lap-Splice Joint Panels with MSD

The typical riveted-stiffened lap-splice joint panel used in the Boeing test program [2]

is shown in the Figure 9. The lap joint had three rows of 4.8-ram diameter rivets with a

hat-stiffener riveted to the central rivet row. The rivet pitch in the axial direction is 30.5

man and the rivet rows were spaced at 23 man apart. The initial damage in the panel

consisted of a 356-mm lead crack located at the center of the top row of rivets. Several

panels were also tested with various size MSD cracks emanating from adjacent fastener

holes, as shown in Figure 10(a). Only the first four rivets immediately ahead of the lead

crack had equal MSD crack sizes emanating from each hole. The other rivet holes were

pristine. The test specimens had MSD crack sizes ranging from 0.35 to 1.3 man in length

from each side of a hole.

In the analysis, two cases were considered to simulate the rivets and/or MSD. First,

the rivet hole and MSD were approximated by a crack (length of rivet diameter plus MSD

sizes), as shown in Figure 10(b). Rivet connections to the sheet were made on only one

side of the crack using rigid links [7]. The particular crack length at each rivet would affect

load transfer from each sheet layer. Second, for the case of no MSD cracks, rivets were

considered either as cracks (length of rivet diameter), see Figure 10(b), or as a tight rivet

with rigid links between adjacent sheets, as shown in Figure 10(c). It was expected that the

analyses of the configurations shown in Figures 10(b) and 10(c) would bound the behavior

for an actual riveted joint.

A typical finite-element mesh used in the analysis of lap-splice joint is shown in the

Figure 11. The one-half model had 15,551 elements and 18,915 nodes. The finite-element

mesh was a very refined mesh (1 man size element) around each crack-tip region and all

along the crack growth path (assumed to be straight along the rivet row). Around the

fasteners, which transfer load from the outer skin to the inner skin, a refined mesh (2 mm in

size) was used. The rivets were modeled with fastener elements. The non-linear behavior

of the fastener elements was based on the empirical relation developed by Swift [1] and

represents the net shear stiffness of the fastener sheet connection and accounts for bearing

deformation. The finite-element mesh did not model the fastener holes. Rivet connectivity
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wasaccomplishedby definingrigid links aroundthe fastenerto distributethe fastenerloads
into the skinnodesthat arelocatedwithin thefastenercross-sectionalarea[7].

Comparisonbetweenthetest resultsandfracturesimulationson riveted-stiffened,lap-

joint panelswith andwithoutMSD areshownin Figs.12and13. Theupperdashedline in

both figuresshow the test resultsfor the lap joint (partiallyrestrained)with only a lead

crack(ci = 356man). Thelower threedashedlinesshowfailure loadsextractedfrom the

MSD testpanels(partiallyrestrained)from Ref. 2. Thethreevaluesof MSD (0.6, 1.1and

1.6man)were selectedto be analyzedbecausethesevaluescould be simulatedwith the

finite-elementmeshshownin Figure 11. Becauseof the 1-manelementsize,the 0.6-ram
MSD wasthe smallestMSD sizethat couldbesimulated.This sizewasaboutone-halfof

the standarddamage-tolerantcrack size(1.27man)andwasbelow the currentinspection

limit for lap-splicejoints [24]. The reasonfor repeatingthe analysisunderboth restrained

andunrestrainedconditionswas to find out the boundson the residualstrengthfor these

conditions. As the experimentswere conductedunder a partial restraint anti-buckling

guidesystem,the exactsimulationof the correspondingboundaryconditionswould have

beendifficult. But theseboundswould definethe limits within which the experimental

resultsshouldfall. In Figs 12and 13,the loadagainstcrackextensionfor the leadcrackas

it growsandlinksup with the MSD cracksarecomparedwith the failureloadsfor various

MSD crack sizes. The solid curvecorrespondsto the caseof no MSD cracks(assumed

tight rivets,seeFigure10(c)).Thepresenceof MSD cracksdrasticallyreducestheresidual

strengthof the panel. Larger MSD crack sizescauseda larger reduction in residual

strength.

Thethreelower analysiscurveswereobtainedfrommodelsof simulatedlapjoints with

the crackconfigurationsmodeledlike Figure 10(b). All rivets alongthe crack line were

assumedto be cracks(lengthof rivet diameter). Theresultsfrom the restrainedanalyses

(Fig. 12) for MSD cracks matchedthe test data better than the results from the

unrestrainedanalyses(Fig. 13). Thereasonmaybedueto thehorizontalstiffener,the lap

joint andthe partial restraintsystemincreasingthe stiffnessin the crackedregionand all

reducingtheinfluenceof bucklingon residualstrength.

Comparisonof failureloadsof panelswithvariousMSD cracksizesis shownin Figure

14. The test failure loads (open symbols)are plotted againstthe MSD crack sizes.

Analysisresultscorrespondingto the restrainedandunrestrainedcasesareshownby solid

circularand squaresymbolsrespectively. For the largerMSD crack sizesconsideredin

analyses,theexperimentalfailureloadsfell within theboundsof restrainedandunrestrained
conditions. But for the smallerMSD crack sizes,thetest resultsfell betweendotted lines

correspondingto tight rivet (seeFig.10(c)) conditionfor both restrained(solid triangular
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symbol) and unrestrained(solid diamond) models. This can be consideredas a first

approximationin analyzingvery small MSD cracks emanatingfrom fastenerholes.

Thereforefor very smallMSD crackssizes(< 0.6man),modelingof rivet holeandfastener

contactisverymuchessentialfor realisticsolution.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Results from the analyses of riveted-stiffened lap-splice joint panels were presented

and discussed. Fracture simulations of these panels using the STAGS shell code and the

critical crack-tip-opening angle (CTOA) fracture criterion produced quite reasonable

results when compared with experimental measurements. The numerical analyses predicted

the upper and lower bounds on failure loads corresponding to restrained and unrestrained

boundary conditions. For most of the cases, the experimental test data (partial restrained

against buckling) was within these bounds. The analyses predicted a significant influence

of multiple-site damage (MSD) cracking and buckling on residual strength of the panels.

Because the analyses were able to predict the failure loads quite accurately, testing of

cracked wide panels without anti-buckling guide plates would be recommended. This

would reduce the effort and costs involved in testing wide panels and provide tests with

known boundary conditions. This study has demonstrated that the STAGS code and the

CTOA fracture criterion can serve as an analysis tool for predicting the residual strength of

built structures subjected to complex loading conditions.

Table 1--Material stress-strain properties.

2024-T3 (TL)

E = 71.5 GPa

v =0.3

e ¢J, MPa

0.00434 311

0.01 356

0.02 387

0.04 422

0.07 453

O. 1 470

0.16 484

0.2 485

7075-T6 (LT) Clad

E = 71.5 GPa

v =0.3

e ¢J, MPa

0.00739 529

0.015 543

0.03 553

0.06 569

0.12 576

0.2 577
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Figure 2 - A typical finite-element model of one-quarter of an M(T) specimen.
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Figure 3 - Measured and calculated failure stress for various width M(T) specimens.
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Figure 4(a) - Measured and predicted stable crack growth in M(T) specimens using CTOA

fracture criterion.
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Figure 10 - Schematic of lap-splice joint and simulation methods for rivets and MSD.
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Figure 12 - Measured failure loads and predicted crack extension in wide restrained

riveted-stiffened panels with and without MSD.
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Figure 13 - Measured failure loads and predicted crack extension in wide unrestrained
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